
Haiti House #10 – The Beauchamp Family 

(Fedline and the 3:30 AM Phenomenon) 

 

When the Fakiers first went to Haiti, they met Fedline 

Beauchamp.  It was love at first sight.  This little delicate, 

introverted Haitian child touched their hearts and somehow 

filled some of the void left by the passing of their dear 

Rebecca Claire. One day the team went to visit where she 

lived and they were appalled.  It was as pitiful a situation as 

they had seen anywhere else in Haiti.    After seeing 

Fedline’s situation and visiting with her mom, dad and two 

sisters, the quest was on to get them into a new house.   

After returning to Louisiana, Dr. David was awakened at 3:30 

in the morning wondering about Fedline and her situation.  

He shook it off and went back to sleep but the wakeup call 

repeated itself the next day.  After the third time it 

happened, he decided that there must be something that his 

daughter was somehow urging him to do since she had left 

this life at 3:30 AM.  The Beauchamps did not own the 

property where they were living so David contacted Fr. Joe 

as to whether he could find a piece of property that could be 

purchased to build a new home for Fedline and her family.  

Of course Fr. Joe said he would.  Not only was a suitable 

piece of property located but it just happened to be next to a 

water well which HMI had just drilled in memory of Rebecca 

Claire!  Construction began early in 2011 and the home was 

dedicated in June 2011 with Dr. David and Laura present to 

celebrate and rejoice.  Many of us involved with HMI have 

come to be sensitive to inspiration occurring at 3:30 in the 

morning, realizing that Almighty God is often gently touching 

our hearts through the intercession of our little patron to do 

something special for our friends in Haiti.    Fedline is now a 

grown woman but the special bond between her and the 

Fakiers continues.   

Through the intercession of Rebecca Claire Fakier and 

the generosity and determination of her family, Fedline’s 

family as well as many other Haitian families have been 

blessed in a special way by receiving a new house. So, once 



you have learned about the work of HMI and the Rebecca 

Claire story, be sensitive to the 3:30 in the AM phenomenon.  

Rebecca Claire is probably inviting you to help her to help 

her friends in Haiti! 
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